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some English novelist. Amrit Kesava Nayak's Eme-bana-
ke', Being an M. A. (1908) adapted from Urdu, was the only
novel between 1901 and 1914 which exhibited a striking
departure from prevailing art
XVII
The stage began to struggle into artistic shape during
this period.   The theatrical companies in Bombay, mainly
controlled by the Parsis, staged plays full of gaudy and
dazzling scenery  with the help of actors who generally
acted with vehement and unnatural emphasis.   The tradi-
tions, however, of the Gujarat! stage were  different, the
Morbi and Vankaner Nataka Samajas being the pioneers.
Their plays followed the lines laid down by Ranchodbhai.
A play based on an episode from the Puranas like Candra-
hnsa staged by The Morbi, a dramatic version of the life
of Narsinha Mehta by The Vankaner, or a romantic play
like  SoubhUgyasundari by The Mumbai Nataka Samaja,
though poor in technique and literary worth, roused great
popular enthusiasm and exercised considerable influence on
literature, and even other aspects of  life.   But in evet^
play the pernicious tradition of presenting a loosely wovajj|
farce was maintained   The art   was miserable, and its
exhibition, often, disgusting.
Dahyabhai Dholshaji (1867-1906), however improved the
technique and the literary tone of the drama by his plays
which his company, The Desi Nataka Samaja, staged.
A&umati, Udayabhftna and Vinttveli, three of his plays
were at one time the rage of the day. Songs set to popular
tunes, long declamatory dialogues, highly coloured scenery,
the indispensable farcical by-plot and the garabl became the
indispensable elements of the play. Dahyabhai's songs intro-
duced a literary flavour and lyric note in the stage drama
and exerted great influence on the garabl and the song in
literature. The garabl, the dance, which had fallen into
disrepute, was rescued. The plots were mainly based on
episodes from the Purftnas and Hindu history; sometimes
from contemporary life.
But after Dahyabhai's death, the influence of
Keshava Naik began to be felt on the Gujarat!  drama.

